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Shark Rig, 13/0 Hook with 435lb Coated wire

Shark Rig.

This Shark rig is made from 2m of stainless steel 435lb, 316ss Nylon coated wire and a 13/0 stainless circle
hook.

The perfect rig for chasing big sharks. The first 20cm of the rig is doubled and twisted to double the
resistance to bit offs. We also attach a 4/0 Crane swivel to eliminate twist when retrieving baits and
winding in beasts.

2m in length. If you need a different length please email us, we're happy to custom make rigs.

 

We offer various sized rigs from small ones like this to rigs made with 24/0 circles or monster 15/0 4480 J
Hooks. Popular baits for these rigs include Eels, Rays, Mullet and various other fish baits depending on
whats available.

Peak shark fishing is generally at dawn and dusk however they can be caught all day depending on the
location. In QLD shore based shark fishing has taken off as there are some real monsters available, even
around populated areas like the Gold Coast.

The Queensland Fisheries have information available at the attached link regarding shark fishing. Please
make sure you check your local regulations regarding shark fishing as it varies in different states.

NSW Fisheries also provide research tags free of charge to game fisherman. We sell tagpoles for use with
these tags.

Thomas's tips - If you're new to shark fishing try starting small. Sharks can be a real handful
when they get over 50kg and cause substantial damage to boats and gear. A good start would
be fishing in the river with a small fish bait. Get to understand shark behaviour and their power
before you try and land a monster.

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/business-priorities/fisheries/recreational/shark-fishing
https://escapin.wpengine.com/product/tagpole-hand-tag-pole/
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Price: $9.95

Weight
.25kg


